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FINNVESTOR TRACK OVERVIEW

Invited Investors include...

 WHAT?The mobile games industry is the fastest growing sector in an expanding video 
games market and according to research from Digi Capital and Newzoo will be 
worth $25 billion in 2015 (and c.$41 billion by 2017). 

Likewise, the Finnish game development scene is one of the most dynamic in 
the world right now, with an estimated value of $2.2 billion in 2013 and a 
compound annual growth rate of 39.5% in 2004-13 (according to Neogames). 
The runaway successes of Rovio, Remedy and Supercell may have led the way, 
but the likes of Fingersoft, Next Games, Seriously and PlayRaven are already 
following in these footsteps and there’s now a whole new wave of companies 
looking to breakthrough.

Working with the Finnish development agences Playa and NeoGames, we’ve 
gathered together the hottest 10 of this new wave in London. All of the 
companies have a proven track record and initial market success and are now 
seeking Series A funding to help take their businesses to the next level.

The track will take place on the first day of the London conference and kick off 
with relevant lectures before moving onto dedicated pitching sessions, in which 
developers looking for Series A funding will pitch for 7 minutes each, followed 
by a short Q&A session. After the pitching, we’ll host a short drinks reception 
and investors will be able to arrange private meetings in a dedicated area.

In addition to the pitching track, all participating investors will have free access 
to the PG Connects Conference, including 6 other tracks, the main expo and 
Indie developer showcase, the Very Big Indie Pitch, and multiple networking 
events at a value of £630 (current non-developer ticket price).

Introducing…  
The Finnvestor track

CORE ELEMENTS:

  10 top developers pitching for series A funding

  7 minute pitching sessions (with additional 3 minute Q&A)

  Developer-investor match-making system 

  Dedicated meeting area for investor talks open both days

  Networking drinks at the end of investor day

  6 tracks covering latest trends in mobile games industry

  Free access to main conference worth £630
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FINNVESTOR TRACK OVERVIEW

 WHAT?The agenda is subject to final changes, but would look like this: 

TUESDAY JAN 13TH

8:30 - PG Connects open

13:30 - Lunch

14:20 - Welcome to Finnvestor track

14:25 - The investment market introduction

14:40 - Investing in Finnish games - experience

15:00 - Pitches (10 x 7 min pitch, 3 mins for questions + breaks)

17:20 - Closing Panel

17:45 - Networking Drinks 

WEDNESDAY JAN 14TH

9:00 onwards - Investor meetings with developers. 
Investors arrange developer meetings in meeting system.

The Breakdown 
Finnvestor Schedule

The rest of the event will look like this, again times provisional. 
 
TUESDAY JAN 13TH

8:30 - Doors Open 
9:00 - 17:00 - Acquire, Engage, Monetise Track (Room B)

9:30 - 13:00 - Bonus Level Track (Room A)

14:00 - 18:00 - Best of British Track (Room A)

18:00 - 18:15 BIP Winners Announced (Room A)

18:30 - 19:30 Pecha Kucha Sessions (Room TBC)

20:00 - Speaker Dinner & Mixer Drinks 

WEDNESDAY JAN 14TH

8:30 - Doors Open

9:00 - 18:00 - Global Games Publishing Track (Room A)

10:00 - 18:00 - Indie Survival Guide Track (Room B)

19:30 till Late - PG Party (Off site)

 
Rest of PG Connects
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WORKING WITH THE BEST

Fragment Production Ltd 
(www.fragmentproduction.fi) 

Mobile free to play and PC 
developer. We have 40 years 

of experience within the 
genre and have already 

proven vertical slice for the 
next game in pre-production. 

We want to dominate the 
top-grossing charts 

worldwide. 

Seepia Games Ltd
(www.seepiagames.com)

Seepia Games Ltd is a game 
studio with three published 

titles,Permia - Duels, 
Tetrablok and Pet Shows.  

The first two have 2 million 
downloads so far on 

Windows Phone Store and 
the third has just been 

released.  

Kukouri Mobile 
Entertainment 

(www.kuokori.com) 

The creator of Tiny Troopers 
series of games with over 

13M downloads on mobile 
platforms. Growing a genuine 

multi-platform brand, latest 
game Tiny Troopers: Joint 

Ops released for all 
Playstation formats in 

October. 

Nitro Games Ltd
(www.nitrogames.com) 

  
A Finnish free-to-play mobile 

game developer. We’re 
offering best production 
value in strategy games 

genre. We’re currently busy 
launching Raids of Glory - 

the first mobile strategy game 
offering full 3D graphics and 
the ability to directly control 

your units. 

SongHi Ltd 
(www.songhi.com)

 
A Finnish Playlearning 

company that develops 
engaging, family-friendly 
products, which inspire 
creativity and motivate 
learning through play.  

Music learning platform 
SongHi for Schools has 

piloted very successfully in 
300 Finnish schools, and the 
first iOS casual game launch 

is planned for Q1/2015. 

Star Arcade Ltd. 
(www.stararcade.com) 

An exciting mobile games 
studio from Finland. We 
specialise in real-time 

(synchronous) multiplayer 
games and all of our games 

are truly cross-platform (iOS, 
Android, Windows,Facebook). 

We have developed an 
advanced proprietary 
technology to enable 

real-time multiplayer gaming. 

Tribe Studios Ltd
(www.tribestudios.com) 

 
We are creating a new media 
format based on roleplay and 

conversations..Our patent 
pending engine allows us to 
create complex user-to-user 

story structures. Velvet 
Sundown has over 100K 
registered users and won 
Game Connection’s “Best 

Social Game” award plus we 
have four serious games for 
running training simulations.

Traplight Games 
(www.traplightgames.com) 

On a mission to become the 
#1 provider of User 

Generated Content (UGC) 
games on mobile. Our 

experienced development 
team of 12 people — and the 

support group of game 
industry superstars — know 

how to fill this void in today’s 
mobile market 

Tribeflame Ltd 
(www.tribeflame.com)

A mobile games company, 
best known for our Benji 

Bananas game with over 50 
million downloads. Our vision 

is to bring physics games to 
the free-to-play era. The next 

game is a mashup of Angry 
Birds and Clash of Clans in 
which you build a castle in a 

physics simulation, and 
bombard other players’ 

castles with your catapults. 

Viima Games Ltd
(www.viimagames.com) 

 
We aim to provide a deeper 
F2P experience and more 
meaningful IAP for casual 

gamers by offering familiar 
basic gameplay, boosted by 

midcore elements where 
monetization goes 

hand-in-hand with a strong 
narrative. We chose popular 

themes and aim to create 
games that could also work 

on highend platforms.

WHO’S PITCHING?
Ten of the leading new wave Finnish game developers who have already achieved success 
and are now looking for Series A investment to take them to the next level.
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PGC CONFERENCE OVERVIEW

“PG Connects was the best event I have ever 
attended. I don’t just mean since we started 
GameSparks – I mean ever.  

“I have been running Sales & Marketing for a 
variety of companies for the best part of 15 years 
and attended hundreds of events. We got more 
high quality leads out of PG Connects in two jam 
packed days than we have ever got at another 
event.”

Steel Media is the leading media company in the mobile games industry, 
responsible for top B2C and B2B portals plus c.50 networking events per year. 
In January 2014 we launched our first full conference, Pocket Gamer Connects 
in London. It’s fair to say it exceeded all our expectations, with almost 700 
top-tier attendees representing the leading mobile game developers, 
publishers, and service companies from all corners of the world.

 In January 2015 we’re aiming to go bigger and better, with no less than 6 
conference tracks, as our core global game publishing and indie developer 
survival guides are joined by a dedicated monetisation and UA track, a 
celebration of the Best of British, a look at gaming in education, plus a ‘bonus 
level’ track looking at new platforms such as wearables, VR and 3D printing.

 Distinctive short-form lectures aimed at providing insight and inspiration, 
honest panel sessions offering frank opinion and advice, and intensive 
networking are the key ingredients in the PG Connects recipe. 

 There’s also the Very Big Indie Pitch and I Love Indie Showcase area giving 
smaller developers a chance to get discovered by media and publishers, a smart 
business match-making networking meeting system and multiple evening 
events allowing everyone to let their hair down.

 In addition to all the invaluable connections as well as insight into new markets 
and promotional strategies, we’ll also be providing all delegates with a PG.biz 
mobile industry trends report (worth c.$500).

More about... 
PG Connects London

KEY BENEFITS INCLUDE:

  Essential guides to publishing in the hottest markets

  Super power panels featuring top global business leaders

  Dedicated track and pitching session for indie developers

   Exhibition space, workshops, gaming zone & the  
‘I  Indie Showcase ’ area

   The best industry networking events  
(Mixers, Pitches, Parties)

  Free market trends research for all attendees
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PGC CONFERENCE OVERVIEW

The speaker, sponsor and delegate list stands at c.800 mobile game industry 
professionals, representing over 400 companies, from 38 countries spread 
across 4 continents.

Naturally there’s a very strong representation from UK businesses, but well over 
half of the attendees will be visiting from abroad with delegates from Europe 
(east and west), the Nordics and Russia, a strong contingent from the US and 
Canada plus representation from Asia, Latin America and the Middle East. 

As usual there’ll be a strong focus on the actual game-makers, with around 60% 
of the attendees being independent developers, rising to over 75% when larger 
developers and publishers are added to the mix. 

This number includes a range of the biggest and most innovative companies 
globally including:  Kabam, Nordeus, Game Insight, Perfect World, Chukong, 
Tencent, Bigpoint, Flare Games, Goodgames, Creative Mobile, Rovio, Seriously, 
Bandai Namco, BBC, Daum Kakao, Gamevil, Reliance Games, Fincon, 
Madfinger, Space Ape, Revolution, Frogmind, Etermax, Gumi, Hitcents, Handy 
Games, Unity, Miniclip, Ndemic, Vlambeer, Mike Bithell, Mediatonic, Natural 
Motion, Revolution, Rebellion, Electronic Arts, Sega, Spil Games, SkyMobi, Peter 
Molyneux, Tag Games, Team17, Codemasters, Tivola, Wooga, Kukouri, Spellgun, 
Lumo, Fireproof Studios, Sega, Cheetah Mobile, Somethin’ Else, 6Waves, CMGE, 
Animoca and Mind Candy amongst many others.

The remaining attendees are made up from key members representing the rest 
of the mobile games industry ecosystem (see right for more).

Who’s coming? 
Over 800 Attendees

THE ENTIRE MOBILE GAMES ECOSYSTEM IS HERE

  Developers & Publishers - c.75% of attendees!

  Platform owners (Amazon, Google, Sony and Microsoft)

  Social media Networks (Facebook and Twitter)

  Development middleware (Unity, Marmalade, Exit Games)

  Data providers (App Annie, Talking Data and Newzoo)

  Brand owners (BBC, Games Workshop, KLM and Warner)

  Advertising and UA (Applift, AdColony, Fyber, Tune)

  Expert Consultants (Nick , Mark Sorrell and Nick Parker)

  Govt agencies (UKTI, NGI, Playa and Kuovola)

  Academics (Creative Skillset, Oulo, SAE and UCL)

  Media (Guardian, Wired, Develop, Telegraph, PG.Biz)
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PREVIOUS EVENTS

PREVIOUSLY, AT POCKET GAMER CONNECTS...
THE INAUGURAL PGC EVENTS IN LONDON AND HELSINKI HAD SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE
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REGULAR MOBILE MIXERS 
IN EUROPE & US 
(HELSINKI, STOCKHOLM, 
MALMO, COLOGNE,  
SAN FRANCISCO, 
TALLINN, LONDON, 
BRIGHTON AND MORE)

PREVIOUS EVENTS

MASSIVE INDUSTRY 
PARTIES AT MWC, 
GDC, E3,  
CASUAL CONNECT, 
GAMESCOM, 
GOOGLE I/O, 
CHINAJOY, G-STAR 
& GDC NEXT

BIG INDIE PITCHES IN 
LONDON, COLOGNE 
& SAN FRANCISCO

AND MORE PARTIES...

GMIC GLOBAL GAME STARS TRACK 

SAN FRANCISCO

THE BEST NETWORKING EVENTS IN THE INDUSTRY
OUR PROVEN TRACK RECORD COVERS c.50 EVENTS OVER THE LAST 12 MONTHS, INCLUDING…
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WHO ARE WE?

THE BIGGEST NAME IN  
MOBILE GAMES MEDIA
Steel Media produces some of the biggest and 
best mobile games and apps news sites in the 
world. This includes Pocket Gamer and 
PocketGamer.biz, 148Apps, Android Rundown, 
Quality Index, and AppSpy. In addition to our 
own sites, we also manage the Smartphone 
Alliance, a network of over 85 mobile content 
related websites reaching over 45m game 
consumers per month, on web and mobile.

LEADING B2B INDUSTRY EXPERTISE
With PocketGamer.biz, the leading destination 
site for mobile game developers looking for 
comprehensive industry coverage, we provide a 
wide range of solutions for driving new b2b 
business, for branding and raising awareness, as 
well as many options for direct engagement with 
our developer audience. 

In addition to the portal, we produce industry 
trend reports and listings, including the Top 50 
Developer and Top 30 Chinese Developer 
guides.  Suffice to say these channels represent a 
great platform for engaging developers. 

WE RUN ‘THE’ MOBILE GAMES 
CONFERENCE
Pocket Gamer Connects is the biggest purely mobile 
games focused conference in Europe and as we know 
the western world, uniting over 2,000 of the biggest 
names and smartest minds in the industry at 4 
locations each year.

WORLD RENOWNED  
NETWORKING EVENTS
The Pocket Gamer industry parties and events are 
world renowned, and they offer a great way to engage 
directly with the cream of the mobile games industry. 
During 2014, we’ll have produced over 50 networking 
events, parties, mixers and Indie developer pitches 
reaching out to thousands of developers and industry 
professionals.

GRADE A CONSULTING &  
CONTRACT SERVICES
Last, but by no means least, Steel Media also offers a 
range of more direct consultancy and contract 
business services, whether you’re looking for specific 
developers, wanting expert feedback on your game or 
inerested in bespoke reports or support in a particular 
area or territory. 

“No other team in the world is as committed to the growth of the mobile games industry as Pocket 
Gamer – they consistently deliver great events. We were blown away by the positive support and 

feedback from our recent involvement with the recent event on the opening night of GDC.”

Alex Bubb, Microsoft

ABOUT STEEL MEDIA
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PACKAGES

Contact
FOR EVENT INFORMATION, SPEAKERS, AND MEDIA PLEASE CONTACT:

Elspeth Lawson  elspeth.lawson@steelmedia.co.uk or (+44) 07769 686 951 

FOR ALL SPONSORSHIP ENQUIRES PLEASE CONTACT:

Lisa Bisset  lisa.bisset@steelmedia.co.uk or (+44) 07733 267 054

www.pgconnects.com


